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Piano, Organ,
Harp and Vocals.
John “Dino” Guerrero:
Drums.
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Victor Voce:
Guitar.
Michael Sunday:
Bass.
Walter Wagner:
Trombone, Trumpet.
Mr. Bob:
Saxophones.
Biography
We live in a time when the value of originality and spontaneity are overlooked
in favor of pre-packaged, pre-constituted fodder. Guess we all need to get paid.
The thing about Malone and his band is that they play what they want and people dig it.
There seems to be an ever growing audience for what they are doing.
When your music and performance speaks to people's hearts that is the logical result.
These cats can play and there is no denying it.
Communicating with people and delivering a message is what it's all about.
Without the audience there is nothing.
You've got to make one of their club dates to see for yourself.
In the tradition of the giants of American music, Mike Malone and The Soul Collectors
play with passion, intensity, and focus the music that they love.
They can jump one like Big Joe Turner, T-Bone or Louis Jordan,
play some swamp boogie in the tradition of Slim Harpo,
take it to church and then work it out with a Clarence Carter soul ballad.
They are no strangers to full throttle rockin' in the spirit of Link Wray or
a Chicago shuffle (ask 'em to play something by The Wolf).
Mike Malone has been a fixture on The local Socal blues scene for more than 15 years.
He has spent a good part of that time as band leader and piano player for
Texas Sax Honker, The Legend Joe Houston. He credits Joe as being his "musical father".
He has written and published dozens of original tunes which are the foundation of
The Soul Collectors repertoire.
Malone has worked with numerous other artists including:
Eddie "Cleanhead" Vinson, Mick Taylor, Top Jimmy, Papa John Creach,
Pee Wee Crayton, Guitar Shorty, Deacon Jones and Big Joe Turner.
Collectively (LOL), The Soul Collectors have worked as sidemen with a whole lotta artists.
They have made their home here with Malone and have dug in for the long haul.
Website

Booking

http://www.soulcol.com
Discography
Diamonds For Your Tears- Full length CD
all content
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